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UNCONDITIONAL CONVERGENCE
AND WEAKLY COMPACT MAPS

SANTIAGO DIAZ

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We characterize the barrelled spaces E such that every linear conti-

nuous map from E to lx carries bounded sets into relatively compact sets.

These characterizations involve unconditional convergence of series, Edgar's

ordering for Banach spaces, perfect sequence spaces, copies of c0 , and Orlicz-

Pettis topologies.

1. Introduction

A Banach space E is said to be Grothendieck if weak* and weak sequential

convergence in E' coincide. Grothendieck spaces are close to the heart of

every vector measure theorist (see [2]). Here is a list of reformulations of the

definition of Grothendieck spaces which can be also found in [2, p. 197].

Theorem 1 [2]. Any one of the following statements about a Banach space E

implies all the others:

(i) E is a Grothendieck space.

(ii) Every bounded linear operator from E to Co is weakly compact.

(iii) For all Banach spaces F such that F' has a weak* sequentially compact

unit ball, every bounded linear operator from E to F is weakly compact.

(iv) For all weakly compactly generated Banach spaces F, every bounded

linear operator from E to F is weakly compact.

These kinds of results respond to a widely treated question in the literature

(see [2, 3]): To find conditions on a space E such that every linear continuous

map from E to F (or from F to E) is weakly compact, where F is a "well-

known" space such as LP, lp ,  C(K), en , and so on.

In the framework of locally convex spaces, we are going to show that if we

change "sequential convergence" for "unconditional convergence of series" in

the definition of Grothendieck spaces, we can obtain a similar result to Theorem

1 with the Banach space lx and some other classes of Banach spaces. Moreover,

we also give some other characterizations that involve perfect sequence spaces,

copies of Co , and Orlicz-Pettis topologies.
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In what follows, by space we mean Hausdorff locally convex space. Although

we refer the reader for the terminology and the notation to Jarchow's monograph

[6], we shall recall a few definitions.

A series Yxn in a space is said to be A-multiplier convergent (Cauchy)

for X a sequence space if YanXn converges (is Cauchy) for all (a„) £ X.

We usually write bounded multiplier instead of /^-multiplier and subseries

convergent (Cauchy) instead of mo-multiplier convergent (Cauchy), where mo

is the space of sequences with finite range.

It is worth mentioning the fact that "unconditionally Cauchy", "subseries

Cauchy", and "bounded multiplier Cauchy" are equivalent concepts (see [10]).

This will be widely used in the sequel.
For a series Y xn , the set fi = {5](€(7 x, : a a finite subset of N} is called its

range, fi is bounded if and only if Yx„ is Co-multiplier Cauchy (see [10]).

Finally, we denote by ,/ the canonical mapping from a space into its bidual.

2. Orlicz-Pettis topologies

The Orlicz-Pettis theorem asserts that every subseries a(E, F')-convergent

series in a space E is subseries convergent under any compatible topology of

the dual pair (E, E'). In fact, even more is known. Tweddle [11] proved that

on every space [E, t] , there exists a finest locally convex Hausdorff topology

that has the same subseries convergent series as the original one. This topology

is denoted by cW(x) and is called the Orlicz-Pettis topology associated to x .

Now, the Orlicz-Pettis theorem appears in the form

cW(p(E, E')) = OP(o(E, E')).

Given two topologies xx < xj, on a space E, the maximal property of the

Orlicz-Pettis topologies clearly implies that cW(xx) < cf£P(xi).

Tweddle also characterizated cf^6-topologies in the following way.

Lemma 1 [11]. cf3°(x) is the Mackey topology p(E, E1), where E1 is the

subspace of all linear forms y on E such that for each subseries x-convergent

series Y xn we have
I oo \ oo

(zZXn'y) = z2(Xn<y)-
\n=\ I        n=\

First of all, we are going to study how cf9°-topologies deal with continuity

of linear mappings.

Lemma 2. Let [E, xe], [F, xF] be spaces. Then, every linear continuous map

from E to F is also cf^>(xE)-cf^s(xF) continuous.

Proof. Let T be a linear continuous map from E to F. By Lemma 1, tf&-

topologies are Mackey topologies, so it is sufficient to show that T*(FT) c E1.

But, given z £ F1 and a subseries tf-convergent series Y xn , we have

(oo \//oo\\/oo \oo

E*« , T*(z)\ = (T\Y,xn\,z\ = / E T&n), z) = l2(Xn, T*(Z)).    D

The rest of this section is devoted to find topologies x such that cf3°(x) = x.

We give two examples, one in sequence spaces and the other in Banach spaces.
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Given a sequence space X, we can assign it another sequence space Xx , its

a-dual. Xx is defined to be the set of all sequences x = (x„) for which the

series Yxnyn converges absolutely, for all y = (y„) £ X. If A contains tf>, the

space of all sequences with only finitely many nonzero coordinates, then (X, Xx)

is a dual pair. A sequence space X is said to be normal if every sequence (y„)

with |y„| < |x„|, n = 1, 2, ... , for some (x„) £ X, also belongs to X. Clearly,

perfect sequence spaces (X = Xxx ) are normal spaces. For more details see [8,

Chapter 30].

Lemma 3. If X is a normal sequence space and contains <j>, then cf£?(p(X, Xx)) =

Proof. If we show that we can identify Xx with X^,x xx), then the result follows

from Lemma 1.
On the one hand, every z = (z„) £ Xx defines a linear o(X, Xx)-continuous

functional on X, namely, fz(x) = (x, z) = Yn°=\ x"z" ■ ̂ ° fz maPs subseries

p(X, Xx)-convergent series into subseries convergent series and then fz £ X1.

On the other hand, let be z £ X1. For every x = (x„) £ X, we have that the

series Yxn^n is absolutely a(X, Xx)-convergent to x, where en denotes the

sequence all of whose coordinates vanishes except the «th, which is equal to

one. Therefore
/ oo \ oo

(z,x) = / z, EX"^) =i^,xn(z,en)

= {X,   ((Z,e„))n )(/M*) = f(z,e„)){x).     □

Edgar [4] introduced the following order relation (reflexive and transitive) on

the class of all Banach spaces:

E<F=f(E)=      f|     (T**y\f(F)),
T€L(E,F)

where L(E, F) denotes as usual the set of linear continuous maps from E

to F.
We are specially interested on Banach spaces E such that E < lx . Edgar

proved that this class can be characterizated by the so-called property (X):

For every y £ E" , one has y £ ^(E) if and only if for every unconditionally

a(E', F)-convergent series Yn>\ /«> 0> > XXi /«> = lT=i 0> - fn) ■

This property has connections with unique preduals (see [5]). Godefroy and

Talagrand [5] show that the following Banach spaces have property (X):

(1) Separable weakly sequentially complete Banach lattices (*).

(2) Separable w.s.c. spaces that are complemented into a Banach lattice.

(3) Separable spaces with local unconditional structure that do not contain

/£° uniformly.
(4) Preduals of von Neumann algebras.

(5) Dual Banach spaces of separable Banach spaces with no copy of lx and

with the property (u) of Pelczinsky.

Our next result on f^^-topologies is about the above class E < lx .

Lemma 4. Let E be a Banach space. Then,

(i) E<lx if and only if f(E) = E" n (E')j{E, E);
(ii) If E <lx then cW(p(E', E)) = p(E', E).'
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Proof, (i) This is a consequence of the definition of property (X) and Lemma 1,

keeping in mind that for every Banach sjaace E the weak* subseries convergent

series and the weak* unconditionally Cauchy series in E' coincide.

(ii) Let [F, x = p(F, F')] be a metrizable complete space. By Lemma 1, if

we show that F' = Fz then cf&(x) = x.

It is enough to show that F1 c F'. Let / e F1 be such that / is not

r-continuous. Since F is metrizable, / is not sequentially r-continuous and

therefore, there exists a r-null sequence (x„) in E such that f(x„) > 1 for all

n £ N. We can also extract a subsequence (x„k) such that ||x„J| < l/k2. But,

E is complete so
(oo \ oo

E*»*>/) = E<*»*'/>-
k=l I        k=\

Finally, the convergence of the last series implies that f(x„k )k tends to zero,

which is impossible.
Now, we are able to prove statement (ii). Since E is a Banach space, E'

endowed with the strong topology fi(E', E) is again a Banach space (metrizable

and complete), so the following chain of inclusions is having

cf&>(p(E', E)) < cf&>(fi(E', E)) = fi(E', E).

This means that (F')1 c E" , so by (i), /(E) = E" n (E'f = (E'f and by
Lemma 1,

cf&(p(E', E)) = p(E', (E'f) = p(E', E).   a

3. The main theorem

We are now ready to prove the theorem that gives the characterization men-

tioned in the abstract.

Theorem 2. Let E be a barrelled space. Then, the following conditions are equi-

valent:
(i) OF(o(E',E)) is finer than fi(E',E).
(ii) [E', fi(E', E)] has no copy of Co.
(iii) Weak* and weak unconditional convergence of series in E' coincide.

(iv) Every linear continuous map from E to lx carries bounded sets into

relatively compact sets.

(v) For all Banach spaces F such that F < lx in Edgar's ordering, every

linear continuous map from E to F carries bounded sets into weakly relatively

compact sets.

(vi) For all separable weakly sequentially complete Banach lattices F, every

linear continuous map from E to F carries bounded sets into weakly relatively

compact sets.
(vii) For all perfect sequence spaces X, every linear continuous map from E

to [X, p(X, Xx)] maps bounded sets into weakly relatively compact sets.

Proof. Using (*), one has (v) => (vi). Since lx is a weakly sequentially complete

Banach space with basis, (vi) =$> (iv), and since lx is a perfect sequence space

(see [8, p. 406]), we have (vii) => (iv).
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(iv) =► (iii). Let YJx„ be an unconditionally convergent series in [E',

a(E', E)\. Since E is a barrelled space, E' is weak* sequentially complete, so

the series Yxn is bounded multiplier a(E', F)-convergent. This allows us to

define the linear continuous mapping

T: E -> lx,        x h-> T(x) = ((x, x„))„.

By (iv) and the characterization of relatively compact sets of lx (see [8, p.

282]), we have that for every bounded set A in E,

(m        \ oo

a'EXrW   <supEl(«^fc)l -^o.
tn       I a^Ak=n

This means that the series Y xn is unconditionally fi(E', F)-Cauchy and, by

the Bourbaki-Robertson Lemma, Yxn is also fi(E', F)-convergent, therefore

a(E', E")-convergent.

(iii) => (ii). Suppose that we have an isomorphism T from en to a subspace

of [E', fi(E', E)]. Since Yen is weakly unconditionally Cauchy in en and

E' is weak* sequentially complete, Y T(e„) is bounded multiplier convergent

in [E', t7(F' , E)]. But, by (iii) and the Orlicz-Pettis theorem, we obtain that

Y T(e„) is also bounded multiplier fi(E', F)-convergent.

Finally, T is bicontinuous onto its image, so (Yl=\ ek)n must be a norm

Cauchy sequence in en , which is absurd.

(ii) => (i). By the Bourbaki-Robertson Lemma, we only need to show that

each subseries o(E', F)-convergent series in E' is subseries fi(E', F)-Cauchy.

Assume that this is not true. This implies that there exists a subseries

o(E', F)-convergent series Yxn, a fi(E', F)-neighbourhood U of 0, and

a sequence of finite subsets a„ of positive integers with supoj„ < infa„+i that
verify

z„ := E x,■ <£   U   for all n £ N.
i€a„

The range of Yxn is o(E', F)-bounded, so the range of Y zn is a(E', E)-

bounded. The range of the series Yzn , however, is also fi(E', F)-bounded

by the Banach-Mackey theorem, and we conclude that Y z« is co-multiplier

fi(E', F)-Cauchy.
But, since E' is weak* sequentially complete, Yxn is actually bounded

multiplier o(E', F)-convergent, so Y zn is Cn-multiplier o(E', F)-convergent,

and by the Bourbaki-Robertson Lemma co-multiplier fi(E', F)-convergent.

This allows us to define the following linear continuous mapping

oo

T: co —» [E',fi(E',E)\,        (an) ~ T(an) = J2anzn-
n=\

By (ii) and [7], we obtain that T(e„) must tend to zero, so (z„) is a fi(E', E)-

null sequence and we get a contradiction.

(i) =^ (vii). Let T be a map from E to X in the hypothesis of (vii). Since

T is weakly continuous and X = Xxx , the adjoint map T* is o(Xx , Xxx)-

o(E', F)-continuous.

Now, if we consider the associated Orlicz-Pettis topologies, we have that
T* is also cf0l>(o(Xx , Xxx))-cf3°(a(E', F))-continuous by Lemma 2. But by

Lemma 3 and (i), T* is p(Xx , Xxx)-fi(E', F)-continuous.
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Again, since X = Xxx , we have that T* is o(Xx , X)-o(E', F")-continuous.

This implies that T**(E") c f(X). Finally by [9, p. 204], we deduce that T
maps bounded sets into weakly relatively compact sets.

(i) => (v). Let T be a map from E to F in the hypothesis of (v). Since T

is weakly continuous, its adjoint map T* is weakly* continuous.

Now, if we consider the associated Orlicz-Pettis topologies, we have that T*

is cf3s(a(F', F))-cf3s(o(E', F))-continuous by Lemma 2. And by Lemma 4

and(i), T* is also p(F', F)-fi(E', E)-continuous. Therefore, T* is a(F', F)-

o(E', F")-continuous. This implies that T**(E") c f(F).
Finally by [9, p. 204], we obtain that T maps bounded sets into weakly

relatively compact sets.   □

Remarks. (1) We notice that if E is a normed space, the linear continuous

maps that carry bounded sets into weakly relatively compact sets are exactly the

weakly compact maps.

(2) Clearly, the hypothesis of barrelledness can be weakened. In fact, The-

orem 2 is even true for a space E such that [E', a(E', E)\ is sequentially
complete.

(3) In the statement (vi), separable weakly sequentially complete Banach
lattices can be replaced by other classes of Banach spaces having property (X)

and that contain lx.
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